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About This Game

Wand Wars VR is an innovative roguelike magic action adventure VR game with easy style by Unreal Engine 4, single mode has
8-10 hours play time to experience the whole world.

In Magic Age, you just become a wizard rookie of the Magic Academy, the academy is attacked by mysterious demons.
Although the enchantment can protect the academy for now, it can't last long. The best way to defend is to attack! Find the

enemy's lair and crash them!

FEATURES

Roguelike

Random maps, random battles, random items, this game has a great replayability
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Rich Content

8-10 hours play time, 5 bosses, 3 levels, dozens of skills, almost 100 equipments

Easy Style

We are not serious, we are not painful, we tease everything, including ourselves

Innovation

Drawing recognition, full body IK, and the finishing moves!
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Title: Wand Wars VR
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Colossus Interactive
Publisher:
Colossus Interactive
Release Date: 8 Jan, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1, or Windows 10

Processor: Intel® i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 970 / AMD Radeon™ R9 290 equivalent or greater

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 16 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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wand wars rise vr. wand wars vr

This isn't quite worth a dollar. Let me explain. You certainly get enough vertigo, and motion sickness for the price (in this
instance, these are good things), but this ride is just such a common experience you can find many other places,
oftentimes for free. Maybe if the environment wasn't too basic, or it wasn't set at nighttime, I would have been able to
recommend it as a decent impulse buy for those who need something that functions as virtual ipecac syrup. Get
'Ultimate Booster' experience on steam @ 5$ and you will get a much better version of this, and several other 'rides'. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=EDqYHqYrb1I. It's an almost game. Almost fun as a casual distraction, but there are
several levels that have obvious bugs (spawns hundreds of bosses in one case, spawns bosses that can only be hurt by artillery,
but makes them flying so that artillery can't hit them, etc). If the compay had taken two minutes to fix these critical bugs, it
would be worth buying. But they didn't, and it's a year later, so they're probably not going to.

Avoid this game.

Avoid this company.. while I was browsing this game, my mom came in and I had to punch the screen and told her there was a
spider on it.
after buying a new monitor I had to buy this game and write this review.. NOTICE: I was provided a key for Beta Testing to
discover Gameplay and User Interface bugs about a month before EA Launch.

Shepherd of the Abyss takes well known Tower Defense mechanics and provides a heafty twist. Allowing you to building your
towers in any location on your map to direct the flow of monsters coming from the portal. But there is more, you can select
monsters for their next wave and heroes. The Heroes (Shepherds) you control with hotkey abilities. Allowing you to freeze
towers, spawn waves of spiders, or even heal your wave monsters.

These changes make for some fun gameplay and removes the wait to see your results on how well your towers tackeled the wave
as there is some skill involved in making the best use of your Shepherd's abilities.

Positives:
Great twist on an existing style of gameplay (Tower Defense)
Added mechanics (Heroes)
Wave Control - you control what comes out of your opponent's portal!

Negatives:
UI needs some more work
Heroes can be slightly confusing when you have 3 active at a time

Overall - Its worth picking up if you have a friend who wants to play too!
. It's pretty decent. It reminds me of HuniePop but with a story to it. I've only played it for 20 minutes but hopefully the game
gets good. Seeing the other reviews aobut the game being short does make me want to play the game slowly so I can play it for
longer but if that's the case, I recommend a DLC being released for it with new chapters and new storylines with new girls..
10/10 Je bin Putin again.. My biggest problem with this game is that it is heavly censored. If I paid money for it, it shouldnt
have well placed white spots. also there are times when the clothes are slightly torn and its completly censored. so for the price
and what i got, i think its fine. the english is horrible and lots of words get cut off. the art stlye is good and they dont make you
grind to beat bosses which I think is nice. but i don't think i will be returning to this game.. Ah, the nostalgia. Traveling the
world as a spy for SpyCorps, Spy Fox must stop a plot so evil, that I cannot repeat it. Dr. No would be proud of it. Spy Fox is
the world's only hope.
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I believe I can fly
I believe I can touch the sky
8/10 -> 9/10 (multiplayer fix)
FIXED - one for crashes in multiplayer - FIXED
other one for the missile warning
send help i can't sleep
hearing her screaming MISSILE MISSILE MISSILE MISSILE. very good game. I only bought this bc it's pretty cheap plus for
Achievements. Not bad.. i really want my money back :( good game btw. When I play this game it reminds me of how great
things used to be.. The clue's in the name. Actually a fun game, pretty easy to "beat" but also repetitive.

7/10

see gameplay at:
https://youtu.be/BUMlE6_93Fs

Major Update:
We just release a major update, fix some bugs and change the default language to English, please enjoy it.. Wand Wars VR
Now Available!:
Wand Wars VR Early Access now available!

Greetings everyone! After 18 months hard work, our new VR game is finally ready for you to play!

Hope you can enjoy the game, your feedbacks are valuable for us to improve it from Early Access to full version!
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